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Abstract: Cohosts based on hole transporting and electron transporting materials often act as exci-
plexes in the form of intermolecular charge transfer complexes. Indeed, exciplex-forming cohosts
have been widely developed as the host materials for efficient phosphorescent organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs). In host–guest systems of OLEDs, the guest can be excited by two competing mech-
anisms, namely, excitation energy transfer (EET) and charge transfer (CT). Experimentally, it has
been reported that the EET mechanism is dominant and the excitons are primarily formed in the
host first and then transferred to the guest in phosphorescent OLEDs based on exciplex-forming
cohosts. With this, exciplex-forming cohosts are widely employed for avoiding the formation of
trapped charge carriers in the phosphorescent guest. However, theoretical studies are still lacking
toward elucidating the relative importance between EET and CT processes in exciting the guest
molecules in such systems. Here, we obtain the kinetics of guest excitation processes in a few trimer
model systems consisting of an exciplex-forming cohost pair and a phosphorescent guest. We adopt
the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) rate constants for the electronic transitions between
excited states toward solving kinetic master equations. The input parameters for calculating the
FRET rate constants are obtained from density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT.
The results show that while the EET mechanism is important, the CT mechanism may still play a
significant role in guest excitations. In fact, the relative importance of CT over EET depends strongly
on the location of the guest molecule relative to the cohost pair. This is understandable as both
the coupling for EET and the interaction energy for CT are strongly influenced by the geometric
constraints. Understanding the energy transfer pathways from the exciplex state of cohost to the
emissive state of guest may provide insights for improving exciplex-forming materials adopted
in OLEDs.

Keywords: phosphorescent OLEDs; exciplex-forming cohost; excitation energy transfer; charge transfer

1. Introduction

For constructing high-efficiency organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), exciplex mate-
rials that combine hole transporting materials (HTMs) and electron transporting materials
(ETMs) to form intermolecular charge transfer (CT) complexes have been widely investi-
gated [1–16]. Because exciplexes tend to display undesirable red-shifted and broadened
emissions, they were sometimes considered to negatively affect OLED performance. How-
ever, one particular and apparent benefit of the broad spectrum was for the construction of
white OLEDs (WOLEDs) with a high color rendering index. Therefore, exciplexes were
found to be of utility as emitters in WOLEDs [12–16]. Besides being used as emitting mate-
rials, exciplexes can also be adopted as cohosts in the emissive layer (EML). The EMLs in
OLEDs often consist of host and guest systems toward achieving the highest efficiency and
device lifetime [17,18]. Because both charge carriers and excitation energies are transferred
from the host to the guest to form ultimately emitting excitons in the guest, the role of host
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is actually very important for controlling the efficiency of OLEDs [19–26]. Various host
materials have been studied for improving the performances and the lifetimes of phospho-
rescent OLEDs (PhOLEDs) [22,27]. Recently, exciplex-forming cohost materials have been
widely developed for efficient PhOLEDs [1–11,28,29]. In more conventional PhOLEDs with
a single host material, the host itself is responsible for both hole and electron transports
in EML, and balancing the two mobilities is essentially nontrivial as tuning one property
in the host inevitably touches the other. In contrast, with the exciplex-forming cohost,
controlling the mobilities of holes and electrons separately becomes a relatively simple
matter, and achieving efficient charge recombination in EML becomes more feasible [30,31].
For example, with better balanced mobilities with an exciplex-forming cohost, the recom-
bination zone in EML can be spatially widened, leading to lower exciton density and to
subsequent suppression of the triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA) process [7]. Indeed, light
emission from a triplet exciton in PhOLEDs is a rather slow process, and suppressing the
leaky TTA is important in maintaining the emission efficiency. Thus, using a cohost can
become largely attractive with PhOLEDs. In addition, the triplet–polaron annihilation
(TPA) process caused by the collision between a triplet exciton and a charged polaron can
also be inhibited by suppressing the CT mechanism [7].

In the host–guest system of OLEDs, the guest is excited by two important competing
mechanisms: excitation energy transfer (EET) and charge transfer (CT) [32–35]. While
the excitons are first formed in the host and then directly transferred to the guest with
the EET mechanism, a hole or an electron may be first trapped in the guest and then
subsequently quenched by another electron or hole from the host with the CT mechanism.
In general, the CT mechanism is dominant because phosphorescent guests act as hole
or electron traps in conventional PhOLEDs. Therefore, the efficiency of conventional
PhOLEDs decreases due to quenching processes such as TPA and TTA by trapped charge
carriers and long-lived triplet excitons formed in the phosphorescent guest. In contrast, it
has been experimentally reported that the EET mechanism is dominant in PhOLEDs with
exciplex-forming cohosts [35–39]. The dominance has been ascribed to the good charge
balance associated with the balanced mobilities and the formation of stable CT excitons in
cohost pairs. Namely, the guest ionization is avoided through the direct EET from cohost
to guest. However, this does not mean that the CT mechanism has a completely negligible
contribution. In fact, investigating the details of the relative importance between EET and
CT will benefit theoretical consideration, but such research on the mechanism of guest
exciton formation in PhOLEDs with exciplex-forming cohosts has been limited. In this
work, therefore, we will attempt such an examination. Thoroughly understanding the guest
exciton formation mechanism will be crucial for improving the efficiency of PhOLEDs, as it
will guide to designing more suitable host–guest systems.

The exemplary cohost and guest molecules used in this work are shown in Figure 1. For
the exciplex-forming cohost, the pair of 4,4′,4”-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA)
and 1,3,5-tris(N-phenylbenzimidazole-2-yl)benzene (TPBI) was adopted [39]. For the
phosphorescent guest, iridium (III) tris(2-phenylpyridine) (Ir(ppy)3) that serves as the
green dopant was utilized [39]. TCTA and TPBI, respectively, act as HTM and ETM. We
investigate the processes in which singlet and triplet CT excitons formed in the TCTA/TPBI
pair are transferred to Ir(ppy)3. For this, we construct a few trimer model systems with
TCTA, TPBI, and Ir(ppy)3 and calculate Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) rate
constants [40]. The input parameters for FRET rate constants are obtained from density
functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) based on the Tamm–Dancoff
approximation (TDA) [41]. With the calculated FRET rates, we investigate in detail how
the guest is excited in each model system in singlet and triplet spin states.
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of cohost and guest molecules. TCTA and TPBI are, respectively, hole
and electron transporting materials and constitute the exciplex-forming cohost. Ir(ppy)3 is a typical
green phosphorescent guest.

2. Theory and Computational Details
2.1. Förster Theory

The kinetics of guest excitation processes were predicted by the Förster theory. The the-
ory is based on the equilibrium Fermi’s golden rule approach with a second-order perturba-
tion treatment of the electronic coupling between two involved electronic states [40,42–44].
Because the Förster theory is formulated for the weak coupling limit [45], it will work well
for electronic transitions that occur in amorphous organic semiconductors such as OLEDs.
In the Förster theory, the transfer rate from a state i to a state j is given by [46]

ki→j =
1
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where Jij is the electronic coupling between the states i and j, with N denoting the area-
normalization factor for the emission and the absorption spectra:
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In this study, we assume Gaussian-shaped emission and absorption with the same site
reorganization energies, which are homogeneously broadened:
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where Ei and Ej are the vertical excitation energies of the two states, and λ is the reorgani-
zation energy. In Equation (3), 2λ in the numerator reflects the Stokes shift of the donor
emission. With these, the FRET rate constant between the pair of states is calculated as
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The overall kinetics was described in terms of a master equation of the form

.
Pi(t) = ∑

j 6=i

[
−ki→jPi(t) + k j→iPj(t)

]
(6)

where Pi(t) is the population of electronic state i at time t, such that ∑i Pi(t) = 1 is satisfied,
and ki→j is the FRET rate constant for the electronic transition from state i to state j.

2.2. Computational Details

The singlet ground state geometries of TCTA, TPBI, and Ir(ppy)3 were optimized with
the B3LYP functional [47,48] using the 6-31G* basis set. For the Ir atom in Ir(ppy)3, the effec-
tive core potential in conjunction with the LACVP* basis set [49] was adopted. The trimer
model systems were constructed by combining the optimized B3LYP geometries of the three
molecules. Toward describing the complex, the ωB97X-D3 dispersion-corrected functional
was employed instead for better describing noncovalent interactions. Toward describing
the intermolecular CT state energies of the TCTA/TPBI complex, the optimally tuned
(OT) range-separated hybrid functional OT-ωB97X-D3 was used. The range-separation
parameter ω was tuned for this complex by minimizing the following expression [50–53]:

J(ω) = |EHOMO(ω) + IP(ω)|+ |ELUMO(ω) + EA(ω)| (7)

where, of course, EHOMO and ELUMO denote the energies of the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals, and IP and EA are, respectively, the vertical first ionization
potential and the electron affinity of the TCTA/TPBI complex. During optimizations in
ω, we considered steps of 0.001 bohr−1. Because the energies of CT states are sensitive to
the solid environment in amorphous organic semiconductors, the TDA-TDDFT calcula-
tions [54] of singlet and triplet excited states were performed employing the OT-ωB97X-D3
functional in the presence of a conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) with
a dielectric constant of 3.0. For excited state calculations, the ω value was tuned in the
presence of CPCM, which will be referred to as ω(CPCM). The electronic couplings between
the excited states within the trimer model systems were obtained in the gas-phase via the
BoysOV localization [55] starting from the TDA-TDDFT results with the OT-ωB97X-D3
functional. For the calculations of the electronic couplings, the ω value was re-tuned in the
gas phase. We will refer to this ω value as ω(vac). All quantum chemical calculations were
performed with Q-Chem 5.1 [56].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Trimer Model Systems
3.1.1. Construction of TCTA/TPBI Complex

In a solid film such as EML, molecules can randomly arrange themselves and there
may exist various configurations with different distances and different relative orientations
between molecules [57–59]. Molecules with disk-like shapes such as TCTA and TPBI will
tend to form exciplexes of lower energy with larger intermolecular CT characters with face-
on configurations [57]. The low-energy exciplex will enable efficient exciton confinement in
the intermolecular CT state and limit energy leakage to a unimolecular decaying process
within any constituent molecule, eventually allowing efficient EET to the guest [29]. For
the face-on TCTA/TPBI complex, two configurations can be considered as illustrated in
Figure 2.
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To access the relative stabilities of the two potential configurations of the TCTA/TPBI
complex, we obtained one-dimensional ground state potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the
complex by scanning the center-to-center distance between the two moieties. We adopted
the frozen-monomer approximation and did not allow relaxations of the monomers from
their optimized B3LYP geometries [60]. The results are shown in Figure 3, and the binding
energies of 1 and 2 obtained in this figure are 0.42 eV and 0.38 eV, respectively. While
lifting the frozen-monomer approximation will surely further strengthen these binding
energies, the relative difference between the two numbers will likely be similar. Because
the difference (0.04 eV) is quite close to the thermal energy, both configurations and other
similarly shaped complexes will form readily during the process of generating EML. The
equilibrium distances between the two moieties are 6.20 Å for 1 and 7.10 Å for 2. Thus,
TCTA/TPBI 1 is more compact and has a slightly larger binding energy. For simplicity,
therefore, when constructing the trimer model systems by further combining Ir(ppy)3, we
employed 1 and fixed the TCTA-TPBI center-to-center distance at 6.20 Å.
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3.1.2. Construction of Trimer Model Systems

As shown in Figure 4a,b, we considered two parallel configurations of trimer model
systems by varying the locations of Ir(ppy)3 relative to the TCTA/TPBI complex, which will
be respectively designated as Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI and TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3. In addition,
another configuration with Ir(ppy)3 on the side of the TCTA/TPBI complex was also con-
sidered as depicted in Figure 4c. This third one will be designated as TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI.
As in the case of the dimeric TCTA/TPBI complex, we first investigated the interaction
patterns via one-dimensional ground state PESs of the trimer model systems. Again, the
model systems were constructed using the separately optimized B3LYP ground state ge-
ometries of the Ir(ppy)3, TCTA, and TPBI and the PESs with the ωB97X-D3 functional
were scanned with the frozen-monomer approach. As shown in Figure 5, the equilibrium
center-to-center distances between the Ir(ppy)3 moiety and the TCTA/TPBI complex were
found to be 9.75 Å for Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI, 8.85 Å for TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3, and 13.6 Å
for TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI. In the following, we will describe the mechanisms of guest
exciton formation in these three trimer configurations.

3.2. Excited States of Trimer Model Systems

Before charge recombination takes place in EML, electrons and holes are transported
through TPBI and TCTA, respectively. In this work, we assumed that the initial state corre-
sponded to a CT excited state where the positive and the negative charges are located in the
TCTA and the TPBI moieties, respectively, and then investigated the potential pathways
that may commence from this initial state. Of course, the considered final state was a local
exciton state formed in the Ir(ppy)3 unit. Because singlet and triplet excitons are generated
with a ratio of 1:3 under electrical excitation, both singlet and triplet states should be con-
sidered when studying the mechanism of guest exciton formation. The singlet states of the
three trimer models will be denoted as 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI), 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3),
and 1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI), and the triplet states will be marked similarly.
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3.2.1. Energies of Singlet and Triplet Excited States

The energies of singlet and triplet excited states of the three trimer model systems
derived at the TDA-TDDFT/ω(CPCM)/CPCM level are shown in Figure 6, where we have
color-coded the excitation characters together with simplified designations of the three
constituting moieties. (See Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information (SI) for the
numerical values.) In the singlet manifold, the locally excited (LE) states of the donor and
the acceptor (1D* and 1A*) are not considered because their energies (3.7 and 3.6 eV) are
much higher compared to other low-lying states. As shown in Figure 6a, only the guest
LE states (1G*) are below the lowest 1(D+/A−) in 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI). In contrast,
with 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3), we can see that the guest-to-acceptor CT states, namely
1(G+/A−) states, lie below the lowest 1(D+/A−). Because Ir(ppy)3 and TPBI molecules
are spatially quite close to each other in 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3) and because the HOMO-
LUMO gap involving the two molecules is rather small, as shown in Figure S1, the lowest
1(G+/A−) state can actually be lower in energy than the lowest 1(D+/A−) state. With
1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI), the energies of the 1(D+/A−) states are lower than those in the
other two systems, as the 1(D+/A−) states are stabilized due to the increase in CT character
(see Table S3). Moreover, there are no 1(G+/A−) states lying below the lowest 1(D+/A−)
state due to the weak interaction between guest and acceptor. Within the triplet manifold
shown in Figure 6b, the lowest 3(G+/A−) is still below the lowest 3(D+/A−) state in
3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3). One striking difference in comparison with the singlet manifold
is the fact that an acceptor LE state (3A*) is quite low in energy and lies below the lowest
3(D+/A−) state, whereas donor LE states (3D*) are quite high in energy, with the lowest
one at 3.2 eV.

In Figure 6, we note that no donor-to-guest CT states, namely no (D+/G−) states,
show up. Interestingly, the (D+/G−) state was observed experimentally in the form of
blue-shifted interface exciplex emission [61], and one may wonder why it is not found in
our model complexes. As a matter of fact, the experimentally observed CT state was not
formed in EML, but in an interface region between the exciton blocking layer (EBL) and
EML. The CT state was formed between TCTA from EBL and Ir(ppy)3 from EML, and
the blue-shifted interface emission was observed when the recombination zone was at the
EBL/EML interface with the charge carriers accumulating at the interface. We actually
found that the 1(D+/G−) state energy is 3.4 eV, which is lower than the 1D* state energy
(3.7 eV). Therefore, if only TCTA and Ir(ppy)3 were considered, the 1(D+/G−) state would
also get involved. However, in the EML containing TPBI (=A) as well as TCTA and Ir(ppy)3,
the (D+/G−) state cannot participate importantly for emission as it will quickly decay to
(D+/A−) at lower energy.

3.2.2. Electronic Couplings between the Excited States

The findings in the above section suggest that there may be many additional states that
can get involved toward EET between the cohost CT state (D+/A−) and guest LE state (G*).
Even though we did not consider the triplet–singlet mixing effects [62,63] of Ir(ppy)3 in
obtaining the energies of G* states, doing so will not likely change this aspect. In addition,
the energetic structure strongly depends on how the complex is configured in space. Thus,
it will be interesting to inspect the nature of the kinetic processes that will occur with the
trimer models. Toward this end, obtaining the electronic coupling elements between the
involved electronic states is crucial.

Figure 7 displays the electronic couplings between the lowest cohost CT states and
other excited states in the singlet and the triplet manifolds. The numerical values are
listed in Tables S4–S9. Here, the (D+/A−)–G* electronic coupling is related to EET from
the TCTA/TPBI complex to Ir(ppy)3. On the other hand, the (D+/A−)–(G+/A−) coupling
drives the hole transfer (HT) from TCTA to Ir(ppy)3, while the (D+/A−)–A* coupling drives
HT from TCTA to TPBI. In the singlet case (Figure 7a), while the largest electronic couplings
are related to the 1(D+/A−)–1G* linked to the guest excitation via the EET mechanism with
1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) and 1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI), the largest electronic coupling with
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1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3) is with the 1(D+/A−)–1(G+/A−) coupling related to the CT mech-
anism. In addition, because the largest (D+/A−)–G* coupling with 1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI)
is two orders of magnitude smaller than with 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI), transferring singlet
excitons directly from the TCTA/TPBI complex to Ir(ppy)3 will likely be extremely slow
with 1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI). In any case, in the case of the singlet manifold, the dominant
electronic coupling that determines the mechanism of guest exciton formation depends on
the location of Ir(ppy)3 relative to the TCTA/TPBI complex.
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legend, the three moieties are designated in a scheme of TCTA (electron donor) as D, TPBI (electron
acceptor) as A, and Ir(ppy)3 (guest) as G. For example, 3(G+/A−) shown in light blue represents a
triplet CT state with an electron migrated from Ir(ppy)3 to TPBI, and 3G* in green represents a triplet
locally excited state of Ir(ppy)3.
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Interestingly, the situation in the triplet manifold is quite different. As shown in
Figure 7b, the 3(D+/A−)–3A* coupling is two orders of magnitude larger than the 3(D+/A−)–
3G* electronic coupling with 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) and 3(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI). Thus,
we can imagine that transferring triplet excitons directly from the TCTA/TPBI complex to
Ir(ppy)3 may be difficult with these trimer configurations. With 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3),
the largest 3(D+/A−)–3A* and 3(D+/A−)–3(G+/A−) couplings are less than one order
magnitude larger than the largest 3(D+/A−)–3G* coupling. Thus, in the triplet state, it
is conceivable that excited Ir(ppy)3 may readily form by direct cohost-to-guest EET, but
additional pathways other than this one may still participate. Because both the state-to-state
coupling and the associated energy difference affect the speed of interconversion between
the two states, directly inspecting the kinetics will be a straightforward way of deciding the
relative importance of diverse potential pathways.

3.3. Kinetics of Guest Excitation Processes

The kinetics of guest excitation processes in the trimer model systems were described
in terms of the master equation (Equation (6)) using the FRET rate constants (Equation (5))
for the electronic transitions between the excited states. The calculated FRET rate con-
stants are listed in Tables S10–S15. To describe the overall kinetics, we also included the
intersystem crossing (ISC) rate (kISC = 5.7 × 1012 s−1) [64] and the radiative decay rate
(kr = 7.94 × 105 s−1) [65] of Ir(ppy)3 in the master equation. In addition, spin conversion
was not considered except for the ISC of Ir(ppy)3.
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Figure 8a shows the population changes in time for 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) when the
initial excitation is in the cohost CT state, 1(D+/A−). The 1(D+/A−) population starts at
unity and decays to zero by ~3 ns due to the fast EET from TCTA/TPBI to Ir(ppy)3. Because
the kISC of Ir(ppy)3 is three orders of magnitude faster than the 1(D+/A−)→ 1G* rate, the
ISC process of the 1G*→ 3G* transition takes place immediately after the 1G* formation. On
the other hand, Figure 8b shows the population changes of 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3) with the
initial excitation in the same 1(D+/A−) state. The fact that the 1(G+/A−) population reaches
a peak at ~0.3 ns implies that HT from TCTA to Ir(ppy)3 occurs quite rapidly. After HT,
the remaining electron in TPBI transfers to Ir(ppy)3 to recombine with the hole in Ir(ppy)3.
Therefore, in 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3), the exciton in Ir(ppy)3 is formed sequentially by
the CT mechanism with the hole transfer first and then the electron transfer next, whereas
in 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI), the exciton in Ir(ppy)3 is formed by the EET mechanism. For
1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI), the population changes with the initial excitation in the same
1(D+/A−) state indicate that the singlet CT exciton of the TCTA/TPBI complex transfers to
Ir(ppy)3 by EET but very slowly due to the very weak 1(D+/A−)–1G* coupling (Figure 8c).
Therefore, the contribution to emission by this non-parallel configuration will be negligible.

Similarly, Figure 9a shows the population progressions in 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI)
when the initial excitation is with the triplet CT 3(D+/A−) state. The early decay of the
3(D+/A−) population is due to HT from the TCTA unit to TPBI. Because the 3(D+/A−)→
3A* rate is three orders of magnitude faster than the 3(D+/A−)→ 3G* rate, the exciton is
practically not formed in Ir(ppy)3 but in TPBI. In addition, because the 3A*→ 3G* rate is
also very slow at 2.44 × 102 s−1 primarily due to the long distance between the TPBI and
the Ir(ppy)3 moieties in 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI), it takes a long time for the TPBI exciton to
transfer to Ir(ppy)3 by EET. This is consistent with the experimental report that the energy
can leak from the exciplex CT state to the triplet state of TPBI because the triplet state
energy is lower than that of the exciplex [29]. In this energy leakage to TPBI, the magnitude
of the 3(D+/A−)–3A* coupling, which is two orders larger than the 3(D+/A−)–3G* coupling,
is actually the key. If the 3(D+/A−)–3G* coupling were much larger instead, 3G* would
only slowly leak to 3A* and the emission from 3G* would not be lost. In any case, from
the results, we can infer that the emission within 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) is relatively
unimportant as the guest excitation pathways are kinetically blocked due to triplet energy
leakage into TPBI.

Figure 9b displays the population changes with 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3) with the same
initial excitation 3(D+/A−). In this case, the 3(D+/A−) population decays essentially to zero
by ~4 ns, and the 3(G+/A−) and 3G* populations rise almost simultaneously. In addition,
the 3(G+/A−) and 3G* states rapidly equilibrate with each other. The energy difference
between the two triplet states obtained by TDA-TDDFT is very small (0.02 eV), as already
shown in Figure 6b. Because this small energy difference is within the TDA-TDDFT error
range for triplet excitation energies [66], the correct state ordering between the two may be
reversed. However, as long as the two states are close enough, the correct ordering is not
actually important. This is because the two states are coupled quite strongly (−177 cm−1)
and because the radiative decay of 3G*→ 1G is relatively efficient. Namely, 3(G+/A−) will
quickly equilibrate with 3G* and decay by the targeted emission (3G*→ 1G). See Figure S2
for the long-time behavior.

Finally, the population changes with 3(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI) shown in Figure 9c
display similar trends with 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI). Because the 3(D+/A−)→ 3A* rate
is three orders of magnitude faster than the 3(D+/A−) → 3G* rate, the exciton is not
actually formed in Ir(ppy)3 but gets trapped in TPBI, just as in 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI).
Therefore, this configuration is again relatively unimportant toward investigating the
emission pathways.
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Figure 8. Population changes of the considered electronic states for (a) 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI),
(b) 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3), and (c) 1(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI) with the assumption that the initiating
state is the lowest 1(D+/A−) state. Inset in (c) shows the data in the long-time limit. Except the
ground state 1G, the population of each electronic state represents the sum of all populations of the
states belonging to that type of electronic state. For example, the 1G* population includes all singlet
excited populations of G. The considered electronic states are listed in Table S1. Rate constants were
calculated with the Förster theory at 300 K, using the reorganization energy of 2000 cm−1.
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Figure 9. Population changes of the considered electronic states for (a) 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI),
(b) 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3), and (c) 3(TCTA/Ir(ppy)3/TPBI) with the assumption that the initiating
state is the lowest 3(D+/A−) state. Inset in (c) shows the data in the long-time limit. Each excited
population is a sum of sub-populations as described in Figure 8. The considered electronic states
are listed in Table S2. Rate constants were calculated with the Förster theory at 300 K, using the
reorganization energy of 2000 cm−1.

In Figure 10, we compare the time scales associated with some important transitions toward
examining the details of the guest exciton formation mechanism in 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3). The
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decay of the initial 3(D+/A−) population can be decomposed into three contributions, namely
relaxations into 3(G+/A−), 3A*, and 3G* states with the time constants of 1.35 ns, 4.50 ns, and
8.77 ns. Thus, 3(D+/A−) relaxes predominantly into 3(G+/A−), which is associated with HT
from TCTA to Ir(ppy)3. The 3A* population generated by 3(D+/A−)→ 3A* mainly decays
to 3(G+/A−) through a subsequent electron–hole separation. Radiative decay takes place
from the emissive 3G* state, and as a result of the transition from 3(G+/A−) to 3G* driven by
the large 3(G+/A−)–3G* coupling, all excitons are funneled to the emissive state. Of course,
there will be additional loss mechanisms such as non-radiative decays to the ground state
from all excited states that we did not consider in our kinetics, but their contributions will
be minor. In the end, the triplet exciton of Ir(ppy)3 is formed by both the CT and the EET
mechanisms. However, if we consider each transition separately, we can see that the triplet
exciton of Ir(ppy)3 is predominantly generated by the CT mechanism. To further confirm
this aspect observed with the Förster theory calculations, we have additionally performed
mixed quantum-classical (MQC) simulations by adopting a simplified four-state system
extracted from 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3). Indeed, good correspondences were observed
in comparison with Figure 9b. See Figure S3 and Table S16 for the details about these
MQC simulations.
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In single-host systems, because hole and electron mobilities are different in EML, holes
or electrons are first trapped in guest molecules, and then these immobile charge carriers
recombine with freely moving and oppositely charged carriers [35]. Therefore, OLEDs with
a single host material may suffer from problems such as dissociation of guest molecules [67]
or TPA initiated by the trapped charge carriers. In addition, because the recombination
by carrier diffusion takes some time, the concentrations of trap sites may be rather high
especially with high driving currents. In contrast, in a condition with cohosts, because
G+ forms in a pairing manner with the neighboring negatively charged counterpart (A−)
and the recombination is majorly driven by a practically geminate pair ((G+/A−)→ G*),
the concentration of the charged species will likely be low. Thus, the stability and/or the
quenching issues will be less severe. In short, the enhanced performance with the exciplex-
forming cohost will be majorly from the formation of charge pairs (G+/A−) instead of the
unstable G+ alone, but not from complete avoidance of G+ via direct EET ((D+/A−)→ G*).
This also suggests that efforts to minimize the side pathways of single-host systems such as
unwanted chemical reactions of ionic species and polaron-involving quenching should still
be exercised even with exciplex-forming cohost systems.

By examining the kinetics of interconversions between diverse spin-electronic states,
we can indeed provide insights toward designing high-efficiency exciplex-forming cohost
PhOLEDs. For example, for attaining high efficiency, we need to increase the ratio of the
EET mechanism to suppress triplet quenching processes such as TTA and TPA. Our results
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show that in the (TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3) case, the CT mechanism plays a more important
role than the EET mechanism in transferring both singlet and triplet excitons of TCTA/TPBI
to Ir(ppy)3 and (G+/A−) states are very importantly involved. Therefore, to hinder the
formation of (G+/A−) states, reducing the interaction between Ir(ppy)3 and TPBI, namely G
and A, may be attempted potentially by attaching bulky groups to TPBI toward increasing
the contacting distance between them. In addition, because the guest excitation pathways
are kinetically blocked due to triplet energy leakage to TPBI in 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI),
adopting a different electron transferring material with a higher triplet energy than TPBI
may be beneficial. Finally, because the EET mechanism has higher significance in the singlet
manifold, somehow encouraging triplet to singlet conversion within the host pair itself may
deserve some consideration. In any case, by thoroughly understanding the guest excitation
mechanism, it will be possible to design better EML materials for improving the efficiency
of PhOLEDs with the exciplex-forming cohost.

Indeed, the exciplex system with the TCTA/TPBI complex was already adopted as
a blue emitter for constructing WOLEDs [15]. In addition, a tactic of adopting multiple
Ir-complexes in multiple emission layers was also reported for forming WOLEDs [68]. Thus,
one can imagine diverse tactics of formulating WOLEDs with multiple EMLs, potentially
with differing exciplexes and Ir-complexes in each layer. With good charge balances in each
layer, charge trapping in any layer will be minimized.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated guest excitation pathways in a PhOLED system
with Ir(ppy)3 as the guest and TCTA/TPBI pair as the exciplex-forming cohost. We have
considered the kinetics of possible guest excitation processes after constructing three trimer
model systems by varying the location of the Ir(ppy)3 moiety relative to the TCTA/TPBI
complex. We found that the CT mechanism that generates an ionized form of the guest
molecule still plays a significant role toward the final guest excitation, which is in stark
contrast to the common belief that the cohost-to-guest direct EET that circumvents such
ionization is the major path. In addition, we also showed that this relative importance of
the CT mechanism over the EET mechanism depends strongly on the location of the guest
molecule relative to the cohost pair. In the singlet case, the Ir(ppy)3 exciton is formed by the
EET mechanism with the 1(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) configuration, whereas it is formed by
the CT mechanism with 1(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3). In the latter configuration, the 1(G+/A−)
state, namely the CT state where the Ir(ppy)3/TPBI pair involves the charge migration,
plays an important role as an intermediate state. In the triplet case, the location of Ir(ppy)3
still strongly affects the mechanism, but how it influences the guest excitation pathways is
quite different from the singlet case. With the 3(Ir(ppy)3/TCTA/TPBI) configuration, the
triplet exciton gets trapped in TPBI due to the strong coupling between the triplet CT state
of TCTA/TPBI complex and the triplet state of TPBI. Although the 3G*, namely the emissive
state of Ir(ppy)3, is lower in energy than the triplet state of TPBI, the trapped exciton in TPBI
cannot migrate to Ir(ppy)3 because the coupling between the two states is very small, and
thus the guest exciton formation is kinetically blocked in this configuration. On the other
hand, with 3(TCTA/TPBI/Ir(ppy)3), the 3(G+/A−) CT state acts as an intermediate state
toward forming the emissive state of Ir(ppy)3. Thus, the final guest excitation is funneled by
transiently forming the hole-trapped Ir(ppy)3 and the dominant pathway can be classified
as the CT mechanism. Unlike the conventional single host condition, the charge on the
guest can be readily quenched by the adjacent counter ion; here, the negatively charged
TPBI and 3(G+/A−) and 3G* exist in equilibrium throughout the emission. Additionally,
regardless of spin states, the configuration with Ir(ppy)3 approaching the TCTA/TPBI stack
from its side is less important with rather weak couplings for state switching in both singlet
and triplet manifolds.

Consequently, tactics of avoiding related decay paths should still be exercised even
with exciplex-forming cohosts, because the (G+/A−) CT state, in which a hole is formed
in Ir(ppy)3, is still important during the guest excitation process. In addition, the relative
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position of Ir(ppy)3 to the TCTA/TPBI complex significantly affects the mechanism of
guest excitation. Understanding the energy transfer pathways from the exciplex state of
the cohost to the emissive state of the guest may provide insights for improving exciplex-
forming materials adopted in OLEDs.
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